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Type the text changes in the space below (show deletions as strike-through and additions as bold underlined):

The current Annex A defines a primary Flight Recorder for the Pilot Event. But when this start option is not used, it’s not clear for the scoring team how to use the secondary flight recorder.

This issue has been discussed with the Steward during the WGC in Montluçon.

We suggest to clarify the use of the secondary Flight Recorder as follow:

**Current Annex A, §5.4.g:**

“The Organisers will accept a Flight Log from the other FR in the event that the first FR fails to provide satisfactory evidence of correctly fulfilling the task as claimed by the pilot. Additionally, the Championship Director may require submission of Flight Logs from all FRs carried, regardless of equipment failures”

we suggest:

**Proposal for the Annex A, §5.4.g:** The Organisers will accept a Flight Log from the other FR in the event that the first FR fails to provide satisfactory evidence of correctly fulfilling the task as claimed by the pilot. **If the other FR does not change the completion status of the task, only the primary FR data will be used for scoring.** Additionally, the Championship Director may require submission of Flight Logs from all FRs carried, regardless of equipment failures.”
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